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The November 2000 issue of the German weekly Focus reads as follows:
Whether hamburger, Hollywood stars, or hip-hop—what young
people love and buy, obviously, needs to come from across the
Atlantic. The United States is the role model for our youth. Whatever comes from over there is simply cool.1
The Focus article goes on, however, to give a measured assessment of
the perceived threat to “German” culture and “German” youth by
U.S. popular culture imports. It questions the notion of “Americanization” typically de‹ned as the most pernicious form of cultural imperialism, where U.S. popular culture products invade and taint authentic
cultures, if not wipe them out altogether. De‹ning Americanization as
cultural imperialism is not particularly helpful in analyzing transatlantic transfers of popular music culture.2 The binary opposition of an
economic and cultural power center versus an economically weak and
therefore powerless margin does not correctly describe the relationship
between the United States and Europe. Of the “big ‹ve” transnational
record companies, only one is in U.S. hands—Time-Warner-WEA.
One belongs to a Japanese multinational company, Sony-CBS, and the
others are in European hands with one of the largest conglomerates,
BMG-RCA, headquartered in Germany.3
The transformation of the U.S. music channel MTV, whose show
Yo! MTV Raps helped to disseminate hip-hop to a broad audience,
serves as another example that contests the cultural imperialism the96
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ory. MTV was forced to adjust to local contexts in today’s global but
highly fragmentized media landscape. In order to stay competitive, it
became necessary for MTV to offer local programming instead of the
global Anglo-American one that it initially aired. In Germany, Viva,
which started in 1993, successfully challenged the monopoly of MTV
and its monolingual policy (i.e., the use of English lyrics only) that
excluded indigenous German rock, pop, and hip-hop music.4 These
examples show that the assumption that economic power translates
into an unmediated cultural effect is just as problematic as the jargon
of authenticity and globalization that the cultural imperialism thesis
employs. Arjun Appadurai’s approach to cultural transfers represents
a more adequate conceptualization of the messy processes that are
going on globally. He maintains that
the new global cultural economy has to be seen as a complex, overlapping, disjunctive order, which cannot any longer be understood
in terms of existing center-periphery models (even those which
might account for multiple centers and peripheries). . . . at least as
rapidly as forces from various metropolises are brought into new
societies they tend to become indigenised in one or another way: this
is true of music and housing styles as much as it is true of science and
terrorism, spectacles and constitutions.5
When attempting to understand the U.S.-European relationship,
Rob Kroes and others have argued in a similar vein that the transatlantic transfer of popular culture is more usefully conceptualized as a
form of “creolization” or hybridization, that is, an appropriation via
negotiation of the incoming pop culture products based on the speci‹c
structure, traditions, and needs or interests of the indigenous culture(s)
rather than the one-way street paradigm implicit in the term “Americanization.”6 This holds true for the reception and adaptations of hiphop culture in Germany as well. I want to emphasize the plural, “adaptations,” since there is not just one single adaptation of the U.S. model.
Both gender and socioethnic positions were and are determining variables in the way hip-hop was and is received.
In spite of the diversity found in German hip-hop culture, three
dominant strains of adapting the U.S. model can be distinguished. The
Old School, that is, the pioneers of hip-hop active since the early 1980s,
developed a vague idea of a transnational hip-hop community that was
still strongly indebted to the U.S. model of message rap. The New
School, which emerged almost concurrently with uni‹cation and
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became the focus of the music industry’s attention, saw itself as stepping out of the shadow of U.S. popular culture. Hip-hop was for them
Die letzte Besatzermusik. In fact, Die Fantastischen Vier (also known
as Fanta 4), the commercially most successful rap crew to date, titled
their (auto)biography with this neologism.7 Finally, the second and
third generation of immigrants adopted rap music in order to forge an
alternative identity in opposition and outside of the con‹nes of ethnicity, race, and nationality.
The Old School: Postnational Identity in the Age of Global
Hip-Hop
From the perspective of the Old School, hip-hop today is a story of the
betrayal of its origins, ideals, and community or, in other words, of
hip-hop’s fall from grace for commercial reasons. The memories of Old
Schoolers such as Cora E. or members of Advanced Chemistry, Fresh
Familee, King Size Terror, and Rock da Most conjure up images of
tight-knit communities of local practitioners well versed in and insisting on hip-hop’s trinity of rap music (DJ-ing/MC-ing), break dancing,
and graf‹ti.8 In the Old School narratives—whether in raps or interviews—hip-hop features itself as saving its practitioners and German
youth in general from drifting into delinquency and as giving their lives
meaning and purpose. One of the most well-known raps on this topic
is perhaps Cora E.’s “Schlüsselkind” (Latchkey kid), which is a tribute
to the transformative power of hip-hop culture and directly refers to
the country of its origin, the United States:
I almost drowned but was lucky the wave from the United States
threw me back onto land
Started to live, became active, and dreamed for the ‹rst time
without being asleep
There was something waiting for me and I went for it
Something I could get and I stayed on it and that’s how it began
that I was able to achieve something
I wanted to rap like Shante.9
The key words in the discourse of the Old School are those on which
the Old School in the United States was built: respect, doing one’s own
thing, active participation and not just passive consumption, peace and
nonviolence, education, independence, community, and realness. The
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Old School did not equate “realness” with “street credibility” as
de‹ned by U.S. hip-hop. Quite to the contrary, the German Old
School was aware of the differences between the situation in the United
States and their own. “Realness” was a synonym for being true to oneself or, in other words, for a concept of authenticity. Many raps of the
Old School address this issue and reject unre›ected imitation of U.S.
hip-hop as clichés and as the betrayal of the concept of realness. MC
René, for instance, intones:
I cannot relate to street violence, so it would be fake to
have a gun go off, many love the topics that are trendy,
the themes that ›y by on MTV, but where is your
personality collective clichés, will claim victory over facts,
no, ’cause rap is communication, expression, modern
conversation. A rapper who copies others is a copy for whom
I will never have respect.10
Whether diss rap, brag rap, or message rap, language plays an
important role in rap music. Initially, during the 1980s, many German
MCs rapped in English though not exclusively. To equate the use of
English raps by homegrown rappers with Americanization is a reductive reading of the complicated process of transatlantic cultural transfers. It forgets about German history, namely, that there was no
untainted German folk traditions left after Nazism on which an alternative popular music and youth culture could have been built. U.S.
popular culture, especially those examples originating from AfricanAmerican musical traditions, was the only valid tune that held the
promise of liberation. In this context, the predominance of English
within popular culture makes sense as a distancing device from the
Nazi past and as an attempt to participate in a global intercultural
community of dissent challenging mainstream culture. As to the latter,
the function of English for popular music culture is comparable to the
use of English in the international scienti‹c community.
Furthermore, when hip-hop was adopted in Germany it was the Old
School of U.S. hip-hop that was appropriated, that is, the message rap
of Grandmaster Flash and the Glorious Five and the idea of the Zulu
Nation developed by Afrika Bambaata. This school, however, represented a critique of white America.11 U.S. message rap, therefore, precluded an easy identi‹cation with mainstream white America—or, to
be more precise, with the myth that the United States is the land of
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freedom, prosperity, and equal opportunity for all. Under the sign of
the Zulu Nation, U.S. hip-hop functioned like other adaptations of
artistic expressions of African-Americans by white audiences.12 Hiphop was read and embraced as a genuine articulation of dissent or
resistance to mainstream culture and was imagined to transcend the
speci‹c national and social situation. In other words, hip-hop inherited
the rebel image of rock ’n’ roll.
As previously pointed out, the German hip-hop scene was from the
beginning aware of the differences between the social situation in the
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) and in the United States and
understood that a simple identi‹cation with disenfranchised AfricanAmericans would be untenable. Yet, the inner city as presented by U.S.
hip-hop culture through music, videos, and ‹lm became the metaphor
of oppression and resistance with which the German Old School
identi‹ed and from which it constructed its vague self-understanding as
a transnational, multicultural community in opposition to everything
that is reminiscent of mainstream. As one Old Schooler, DJ Cutfaster,
put it in lamenting the decay of hip-hop into commercial pop: “Most
people have forgotten that hip-hop functions as a mouthpiece against
violence and oppression and ultimately against the ghetto, which has
become the metaphor for the deplorable state of our world.”13
The Old School had an ideological investment in hip-hop that precluded a crossover into the mainstream. Its practitioners envisioned
and propagated hip-hop as an underground community that needed to
keep its distance from and to create resistance to mainstream culture in
order to avoid co-optation. This hip-hop culture was de‹ned in an
inclusive rather than exclusive manner, with the big exception of gender. The recollections of the Old School, therefore, emphasize that hiphop in its early golden years transcended national, ethnic, racial, and
linguistic identi‹cations. In the words of a rap by Cora E., one of the
few female rappers,
nationalities come together as a subculture
in spite of the different languages there is understanding
no matter where you come from, hip-hop grants you asylum.14
Many hip-hop crews were indeed multiethnic or multiracial and multilingual. Advanced Chemistry—with its members of Italian, HaitianGerman, and Ghanese-German family background—or Fresh
Familee—with Tachi from Turkey, Suli from Macedonia, and Higgi
from Morocco—may serve here as examples. Many insiders refer to
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the importance of break dancing for immigrant youth and their strong
numbers among the B-Boys during the 1980s.15 Hip-hop was learned
by doing, that is, by watching and copying from the short break-dance
sequence in the movie Flashdance or the U.S. documentaries Wild
Style and Beat Street. All of these creative expressions did not require
taking expensive lessons. As fresh imports, break dancing, graf‹ti,
rapping, and DJ-ing created a free-for-all because they were not yet
coded in terms of ethnicity or nationality and social class like most
other after-school activities.16 Hence, articulating the relationship
between U.S. hip-hop and hip-hop made in Germany in terms of an
analogy between the situation of speci‹c social groups, then, makes
sense to a certain extent.17 Yet, it is important to remember that this is
only one facet of the complex transatlantic transfer of hip-hop culture; the adaptation of hip-hop by German middle-class kids is a different story.
The New School: Commercialization and Nationalization
Even when using the Old School’s notion of authenticity or sense of
realness as a measure for authentic or valid appropriation, the happygo-lucky party rap music of the New School (for which the Stuttgartbased, solidly middle-class crew Fantastische Vier functioned as a midwife) cannot be chided as inauthentic. The music critic Günther Jacob
convincingly argues that, in the global pop culture arena, artistic, especially musical, forms can be rightfully appropriated by various groups
around the globe. Hence he rejects the critique of white European hiphop artists as engaging in pure posturing because they have not experienced racial discrimination as black rap musicians have. Jacob maintains: “They [white hip-hops] engage in posturing only if they imitate
contents and attitudes that have no relationship to their own life world
or are only aesthetically mediated.”18
Like the Old School, the middle-class party hip-hops of the 1990s
appropriated the musical forms of U.S. hip-hop in their own way. Nevertheless, the New School was also most critical of the one-to-one
equation of the United States and Germany, emphasizing instead the
differences between their own social situation and that of AfricanAmerican youth. Already in 1991, Fanta 4 realized the imitation of
U.S. hip-hop as clichéd and intoned:
It has nothing to do with hip-hop
to rest on one’s old ghetto image
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for one it makes sense for me to tell who I am and where I
come from
and there indeed it is not that bad.”19
However, New and Old School were at odds in their understanding of
how hip-hop and mainstream culture should relate to each other—it is
the ever recurring problem of selling out to the mainstream for commercial gain. The New School crew Fanta 4 admits in its (auto)biography that they had no political agenda but were only interested in
becoming popular, to go mainstream from the very beginning, and to
pursue this goal strategically.
Fanta 4’s and other hip-hop crews’ switch to rapping predominantly, if not exclusively, in German was motivated by several factors,
including the crossover potential. Another reason could be simply
insuf‹cient knowledge of English. In fact, one member of Fettes Brot,
a New School crew, bluntly admitted that to be the case.20 More
importantly and within the logic of rapping, the switch to German
made sense since rap wants to communicate with its audience. The
desire to be understood by the audience, in terms of both conveying a
message and showing off one’s rhetorical skills, was therefore the primary motivating factor. Rapping in German was not an issue until
Fanta 4’s German party rap stormed the charts in 1991, after which the
music industry realized that the resurgence of national sentiment in the
wake of the fall of the Berlin Wall “opened up the space for the commercialization of a new nationally coded youth culture.”21 As one of
the recent historiographers of hip-hop pointed out bitterly, “nationalities and language did not play a role in the hip-hop scene until Fantastische Vier turned being German into a brand.”22
As much as the Old School rapped against nationalism and racism
and attempted to hold on to its ideal of a transnational, multicultural
hip-hop identity of dissent,23 the music industry’s commodi‹cation
strategies led to the differentiation of popular music and youth culture
along national or ethnic lines. The year 1991 saw the arrival of the ‹rst
sampler under the music industry’s new national ›ag of “Deutsch
Rap,” whose title Krauts with Attitude clearly refers to the U.S. crew
NWA (Niggers with Attitude). The cover of the record utilized Germany’s national colors of black, red, and gold. The liner notes include
a call for opposing the strong in›uence of English, meaning the AngloAmerican in›uence of popular culture. Oddly enough, of the ‹fteen
songs, only three were in German, one was in French, and the rest were
in English.24
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Even if the switch to rapping in German was initially made to facilitate the genuine adaptation of African-American music culture to the
German situation (as well as to attempt to step out of the shadow of
U.S. hip-hop), the music industry’s marketing strategies reinforced the
ethnic differentiation and politics of exclusion typical for postwar
West German society. Adegoke Odukoya, who de‹nes himself as
Afro-German and was a member of the multiethnic crew Weep Not
Child, summed it up: “All of a sudden, there was a de‹nition of German hip-hop that no longer included many crews. All those who
rapped in English or told their story in Turkish or Yugoslavian no
longer felt at home and also were no longer welcome.”25
From Oriental Hip-Hop to Kanakstas
The ethnonational differentiation in hip-hop was dubbed “Oriental
Hip-Hop” to designate and market those multinational or multiethnic
crews who used their other language(s), which was frequently, but not
exclusively, Turkish. At the same time when Krauts with Attitude was
released, the Nuremberg crew King Size Terror released their ‹rst vinyl
with a Turkish language rap called “Bir Yabancimin Hayati” (The life
of the stranger). Both of these releases represent examples of how hiphop got caught up in this market-driven ethnic labeling. As a taz article on the Turkish rap crew Cartel points out, rapping consistently in
Turkish was not necessarily a choice but rather the result of being
de‹ned by mainstream culture as different, more precisely de‹ned
within the framework of Orientalist discourse as the exoticized other
and marketed as such.26
In light of this discourse and politics of exclusion, it is perhaps not
surprising that U.S. hip-hop gained signi‹cance for immigrant youth
again in the 1990s. This sociopolitical situation invited drawing, in particular, on the gangsta rap genre that was at the same time popular and
controversial in the United States.27 The most striking similarity
between U.S. gangsta rap and hip-hop made in Germany is the reappropriation of ethnic slurs such as Kanake or Kümmel hurled at the
immigrants by Germans. Already in 1994, the band Fresh Familee, for
instance, problematized the derogatory term Kanake and German
stereotypes about immigrant men with their rap “Sexy Kanake,” and
the MC Afrob has several raps in which he uses the equally insulting
term Kaffer for people of Black-African or Caribbean descent. Today
many young immigrants, primarily young Turks who grew up in Germany, refer to themselves as Kanakstas. The name Kanaksta likens
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itself to the U.S. hip-hop model by combining the German slur for
immigrant—Kanake—with U.S. slang (“gangsta”).
In the introduction to his book Kanak Sprak, Feridun Zaimoglu,
who positioned himself as a spokesperson for the Kanaksta concept in
the public sphere, articulates the parallel between the United States
and Germany:
The foundation of this community is still a negative self-con‹dence
as it articulates itself super‹cially in the seeming self-recrimination:
Kanake! This derogatory term becomes a word of recognition and
for identi‹cation that binds these “Lumpenethnier” together. Analogous to the black-consciousness movement in the United States, the
various subidentities of immigrants recognize the broader thematic
contexts and connections.28
In Zaimoglu’s two anthologies—Kanak Sprak, which features only
men, and Koppstoff, which features only women29—several Kanakstas
give their position on the situation of the second and third generation
of immigrants in Germany. They maintain that hip-hop is a means to
reassert themselves against both the politics of exclusion and the multicultural discourse that often assigns the immigrants an exoticized ethnic identity. The language used in these anthologies indeed resembles
rapping and serves a dual purpose: to give voice to the anger and frustration of the second and third generation of immigrants and to codify
a new vernacular, “Kanak Sprak,” that is, a “metropolitan jargon” as
Zaimoglu calls it himself.30 At the same time, however, it is important
not to lose sight of the fact that the African-American vernaculars
emerged in a historically very different situation from the “Kanak
Sprak” used by parts of the immigrant community in Germany. The
two should therefore not be equated with one another.
The question arises as to how to evaluate this appropriation of the
gangsta rap postures by or for the Kanaksta concept. On the one hand,
the Kanaksta concept is eager to shatter the media’s infatuation with
the immigrant as an inner-city kid torn between two cultures.31 On the
other hand, the Kanaksta concept adopts the slang and posturing of
the U.S. gangsta rap, that is, the ghetto image, as a provocation of
mainstream society, including the contemporary German multicultural peaceniks. Yet, instead of reading the Kanaksta phenomenon as
a form of unre›ected Americanization, I contend that it is a deliberately marked adaptation in direct response to mainstream culture’s
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paranoid invocation of U.S. race relations, for which the inner city has
become a negative symbol of social decay and of the failure of the multicultural society.
A Spiegel cover story may serve here as one concrete example. In
this article on the socioethnic disparity of German society, Der Spiegel
repeatedly compared the situation in German cities with its increasing
ethnic differentiation and clashes between immigrant and German
youth to the “gang wars in the slums of the big cities in the United
States.”32 In addition, Der Spiegel connected German inner-city youth,
that is, immigrants, with hip-hop and violence by inserting an interview with a Turkish rapper into the title story.33 The most visible articulation of the Kanaksta movement to date, the group Kanak Attak,34
founded in 1998, responded to the Spiegel article directly by using the
cover on its ‹rst Web site. Not only are Kanak Attak events accompanied by hip-hop music, but the group relies on the hip-hop concept of
sampling as the guiding principle for their attempts to escape the politics of ethnic identi‹cation, or rather stigmatization, as clearly stated in
its manifesto:
Kanak Attak is a community of different people from diverse backgrounds who share a commitment to eradicate racism from German
society. Kanak Attak is not interested in questions about passport
or heritage, in fact it challenges such questions in the ‹rst place. . . .
Our common position consists of an attack against the “Kanakisation” of speci‹c groups of people through racist ascriptions which
denies people their social, legal and political rights. Kanak Attak is
therefore anti-nationalist, anti-racist and rejects every single form of
identity politics, as supported by ethnic absolutist thinking.35
While appropriating the language and posture of U.S. gangsta rap, this
group does not, however, pick up on separatist tendencies, that is, the
black nationalism of some U.S. hip-hop artists. To the contrary, the
Kanakstas appear to return to the idea of a transnational and transethnic identity that was in a far less articulated way the foundation of the
Old School’s self-understanding in the 1980s. Being a Kanaksta is
therefore not tied to ethnicity or nationality, that is, being an immigrant to Germany, but instead de‹ned as an attitude expressing opposition to mainstream culture, including the left-liberal concept of multiculturalism, and as an attitude that embraces difference. As one early
member of the Kanak Attak put it in an interview: “This moment of
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difference that we propagate is not simply one that can be ethnicized.
Instead it is a political difference, a difference to the mainstream. Or
perhaps an opposition against conformity.”36
In spite of this embrace of difference and the fact that the Kanak
Attak group in Berlin thematizes issues of gender and sexual preferences, the larger context of hip-hop made in Germany shares with the
U.S. hip-hop scene a problematic approach to gender, with respect to
both the content of the lyrics and the limited number of female hip-hop
artists. Without exonerating hip-hop culture on the issue of gender, it
is important to remember that popular music culture did not start the
exclusion of women from certain cultural activities and also did not
invent misogyny but rather represents a re›ection of these prevalent
features in patriarchal societies around the globe.37 The limited German discussion on hip-hop and gender is split into two camps: In the
one camp are those who reject misogynist raps as indecent, either from
a moral or from a feminist perspective. In the other camp are those
who argue that these lyrics and machismo postures should not be taken
literally or seriously since they are nothing but a game. While these two
main positions cut across gender lines, this should not obscure a fact
that Holly Kruse has highlighted in her discussion of gender in popular music culture, namely, that “the power relationships in production
and consumption” of all popular music have “attempted to limit the
roles and meanings available to women” in the popular music world.38
The patriarchal power relationships in production and consumption are generally, though not uniformly, hostile to women who seek to
deviate from their prescribed gender role. Hip-hop culture is no exception. While many raps rearticulate gender stereotypes and sexist attitudes, others confront them critically, such as Fischmob’s “4’55,”
which speaks out against rape and the widespread stereotype that
women wearing sexy clothes are actually asking for it.39 A consensus
exists, however, across most genres of popular music culture that
female artists’ looks are as important as, if not more important than,
their music, reinforcing a predominantly male expectation that women
should wear sexually titillating out‹ts no matter their musical talents.
This was most recently documented in an on-line magazine,
www.hiphop.de, which calls itself “The Hip Hop Community on the
Internet.” In one of the chatrooms, entitled “Hip Hop Girlz,” the following statement triggered an ongoing exchange on women and hiphop: “Here anything can be posted from people who feel that girls
should wear nothing but baggys (okay, almost nothing else) to those
who think that females have no clue about hip-hop.”40 This statement
was accompanied by a photo of a scantily clad woman showing off her
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cleavage titled “HipHopBunny.” The contributions to this chatroom
rearticulate the notion that hip-hop is still a male-dominated music
genre in which women represent a minority and can occupy only a narrowly de‹ned set of roles.
Interestingly, the few female hip-hop artists who seem to have made
it refrain from addressing these issues; that is, they appear oblivious to
the long tradition in the music world of prescribing women’s role
within it by either marginalizing their contributions or excluding them
altogether as performers. At least one female hip-hop artist, Sabrina
Setlur, has attempted to capitalize on male fantasies for her own
advantage. Although opinion as to whether Setlur’s music quali‹es as
hip-hop is divided, she started out as a part of Moses Pelham and
Thomas Hofmann’s rap crew, Rödelsheimer Hartreim Projekt, whose
marketing strategy was to present itself as the evil and violent counterpart to the squeaky clean party hip-hop of the Fantastische Vier.41
Setlur initially used the stage name “Schwester S,” with obvious reference to the African-American hip-hop vernacular. The bi-racial Setlur
shares with female U.S. rappers the darker hue of her skin and (with
some of them) a penchant for glamorous and sexy fashion. Since her
‹rst CD S ist soweit (S. is ready) was released in 1995 on Pelham Power
Production’s label, Setlur has gained notoriety in the press not for her
music but for her looks and her private life. The media’s infatuation
with Setlur serves as an example of how female rappers and hip-hop
fans are still under the spell of the male gaze, which reduces women to
their physical appearance.
The two other leading women of German hip-hop—Cora E., especially in her rap “And the MC is female,” and the newcomer from East
Germany, Pyranja, who released her ‹rst CD in the fall of 2000—fault
their own gender for the situation for lacking the courage and drive to
make it in the hip-hop world.42 Based on these examples, it appears
that some of the leading female rappers in Germany do not want to
dwell on the gendered nature of the music business as long as they can
be successful, even if it means reinforcing stereotypes or accepting the
status of a novelty act. One is left to wonder why rap music, which has
won recognition for its ability to thematize ethnic and racial inequalities, falls silent when confronted with the problem of gender.
How gender and ethnic or national identity intersect represents a
complex issue that requires more research, especially for the German
context. For instance, the extent to which Setlur’s bi-racial heritage
plays a role in the hip-hop community’s and the media’s preception of
her would be an interesting case in point. Without such detailed
research and because of the minority status of women in German hip-
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hop, it is hard to assess whether and, if so, how gender affects transatlantic transfers of music culture. For now, it is only possible to answer
the question—How American is hip-hop made in Germany?—in more
general terms.
While popular music and youth culture in Germany might respond
to the impetus of U.S. popular music models, this transatlantic transfer cannot adequately be described as a form of cultural imperialism
but rather as a reworking of U.S. models in response to domestic constellations. At the same time, the adaptation of hip-hop in Germany
shows that the United States still functions as the foil and/or projection
screen for conceptualizing a multiethnic/multiracial, multilingual, and
transnational hip-hop community for both the Old School and the
Kanakstas. Yet, different aspects of hip-hop culture in the United
States became relevant depending on the socioethnic position of the
hip-hop practitioners and the current sociopolitical situation. German
hip-hop started out as a transnational and cosmopolitan youth subculture that was indebted to Afrika Bambaata’s idea of the Zulu Nation
and employed, at ‹rst, predominantly English raps. It became, however, enmeshed in the discourse on national identity in the wake of
uni‹cation. With the marketing categories “Deutsch-Rap” and “Oriental Hip-Hop,” the music industry articulated and utilized these
growing national sentiments for its reintegration of rap music into
mainstream culture. Whereas the Old School’s switch to German was
analogous to the U.S. Old School’s idea of message rap, that is, edutainment, the signifying practices from appropriation of derogatory
terms to a minority street vernacular was more important for the
Kanaksta concept. U.S. popular culture may still be the primary point
of reference for both mainstream and dissident youth cultures. Yet, the
various youth subcultures that appropriate U.S. popular culture show
themselves to be aware of the differences between their own situation
and that in the United States. The three strains of hip-hop made in
Germany are therefore good examples of the process of creolization or
hybridization that characterizes transatlantic transfers of popular
music culture, and they challenge the negative notion of Americanization as cultural imperialism.
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